HoDoMS Annual Conference 2023
27-28 April 2023

Provisional Conference Programme

Day 1 – Thursday 27 April 2023
12:00 Registration
13:00 Lunch
13:50 Welcome and Introduction
14:00 Progress towards a (national) Academy for the Mathematical Sciences, Nigel Campbell
14:30 Mental health – a higher education perspective, John de Pury
15:00 Recruitment and Graduate Outcomes in Mathematical Sciences – A report on research commissioned by HoDoMS and the CMS, Catherine Hobbs and Mary McAlinden
15:30 Break
16:00 Using the report on Recruitment and Graduate Outcomes within institutions, (Discussion)
Mary McAlinden and Catherine Hobbs
16:30 Industrial Mathematics – a knowledge exchange perspective, Ian Griffiths
17:00 Break
17:10 What next after being a Head of Department?, Tom Ward and Tim Phillips
17:40 Day 1 Close
17:45 HoDoMS Annual General Meeting
19:15 Conference Dinner

Day 2 – Friday 28 April 2023
09:00 Day 2 Welcome
09:05 Mathematical Sciences EPSRC update, Katie Blaney
09:35 Breaking the mould – decolonisation in Mathematics at Durham, Emmanuel Ogundimu and Claire De-Korte
10:00 The 2023 Mathematics, Statistics and Operational Research Subject Benchmark, Duncan Lawson
10:25 Break
10:55 Research culture, Rachel Norman
11:20 Data Science: Is accreditation important?, Rachel Hilliam
11:50 Return of the HoDoMS course for Heads of Department, John Parker
12:00 Break
12:10 An Introduction to the Knowledge Exchange Hub for Mathematical Sciences, Rachael Harris
12:25 The journey from laying the foundations to a new academic building, Tim Phillips
12:55 Concluding Remarks
13:00 Day 2 Close
13:05 Lunch
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